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Abstract. Anti terrorist and riot robot is composed of laser guidance, grasping system and walking 
device. It can replace some related personnel to do some dangerous operations. The grasping system 
studied in this paper is mainly composed of four parts: base, rear arm, forearm and mechanical 
gripper. Joint rotation and mechanical gripper are driven by steering gear. In order to overcome the 
heavy torque produced by the mechanical arm and the external load in the working process, the 
steering engine is required to provide greater driving force. In order to reduce the driving torque of 
joint steering engine and improve limit load of the manipulator. This paper put forward to install of 
air-balancing device on the robot rear arm, and determine the optimal variables, constraints and 
objective function. By using MATLAB software for optimization analysis, the best installation 

position、optimal force of the air-balancing device and the simulation figure about output motion are 

obtained, and the correctness of the optimization results is verified. 

Introduction 

In order to deal with the threat of an explosion in a terrorist organization, it is necessary to take 
effective and safe measures, but sometimes it needs to investigate suspicious items. If the dispatch 
of human resources is often caught in a trap and causes the sacrifice of professionals, the foreign 
police organization always uses robots to check suspicious items. In foreign countries, the robot 
handling of such events is quite common. At home, the related departments with anti terrorist and 
riot robots are less[1].Anti terrorist and riot robots can perform some dangerous jobs instead of 

related personnel, and can be used to search、detect and deal with all kinds of explosive dangerous 

goods[2]. 
The prototype of the anti terrorist and riot robot manipulator designed in this paper is shown in 

Figure 1, and it includes the base torsional joint, the rear arm pitch joint, the forearm pitch joint, the 
wrist torsion joint, the wrist pitch joint and the claw opening joint. In order to reduce the driving 
torque required by the joint motor of manipulator, this paper proposes to balance the mechanical 
arm and the load torque with the air-balance device in order to reduce the driving power 
requirement of the steering gear.  
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Fig.1 anti terrorist and riot robot manipulator 
The schematic diagram of the overall structure of a manipulator is shown in Figure 2. The 

installation structure at both ends of the air-balancing device is a form of ball hinges. By using the 
air-balancing device, the tension of the device is basically unchanged during the expansion process, 
and the position of the air-balancing device and the size of the tension are reasonably selected. 
When the arm is pitching, the air- balancing device will expand and change. Then the torque 
produced by the air- balance device can balance the torque of the manipulator and the load to a 
large extent, so that the driving torque of the steering arm needed by the rotating arm will be greatly 
reduced. 

.  
1.manipulator base 2. pedestal steering gear 3. rear arm pitch motor 4.rear arm5.fore-arm pitch motor 

6.fore-arm 7.wrist 8.wrist rotation motor 9.mechanical gripper10.wrist pitch motor 11.air-balancing device 

Fig .2 the structure of the manipulator 

Optimal design 

Build mathematical models 
 Robotic rear arm air-balance structure mathematical model is shown in figure 3. It is known that 

three parameters are required to complete the installation of the rear arm air-balancing device, 

numbered 1x 、 2x 、 3x ，The 1x is the tension of the air-balancing device. The 2x is the vertical distance 

of the lower hinge connection to the rotating center of the rudder of the air-balancing device. That is 

OM in the diagram. The 3x is the connection distance between the hinge point of the air-balancing 

device and the rotation center of the large arm rudder. And that's ON, The center gravity of the rear 

arm 、forearm-hand and the load is 321 ,, GGG  respectively. The range ofα for the pitch motion 

angle of the rear arm is [30°, 150°].The range of the angle between the forearm and the rear arm is 

[30°, 150°]. 
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 Fig .3 the installation principle of the large arm balancing device 

In the range of the arm movement, we set up the balance moment of the air- balancing device of 

the rear arm PM ,the rear arm pitching moment dM ,the forearm and hand heavy torque xM , the load 

of gravity moment fM ：   
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In the diagram, dL ：rear arm gravity arm， xL ：forearm and hand gravity arm， pL ：rear arm balance 

device force arm， fL ：load gravity arm，α：the pitching angle of the rear arm，β：the pitching 

angle of the forearm，g：gravitational acceleration， 1m ：mass of the rear arm， 2m ：mass of forearm 

and hand， 3m : mass of load. 

Determine the constraint function 
According to the structural space of Manipulator, the working performance of air-tie rod and the 

interference of motion process, the constraint function of each design variable is given: 

10 1000x N≤ ≤  ,  
210 mm 100 mmx≤ ≤ ,  

310mm 500mmx≤ ≤  
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Determine the objective function 
The maximum absolute value of residual torque is the objective function when the robotic arm 

grabs the load in pitching process, and then the objective function is optimized to get the minimum.  

                       1 1f x m ax(abs( ))M= ∆（ ）                （10） 

In the formula
，

( )1 di xi fi pi 1, 2, 11M M M M M i∆ = + + − = L is residual torque at different angles 

When the rear arm is pitching. 1f x（ ） is the objective function，which expresses the maximum value 

of the 1M∆  absolute value at each discrete position of a manipulator motion in a load state; and the 

result of the optimal design is to minimize the 1f x（ ）. 

Optimization results 
In order To meet the requirements of compact space, small driving torque and low energy 

consumption of the manipulator structure, , the optimal design procedure is programmed in the 
MATLAB environment to achieve the best selection of all design variables[3-4]. In this 
paper,m1=2.4kg;m2=2.0kg;m3=5kg;OO1=O1G3=550mm; O1G2=410mm,With the help of nonlinear 

constrained solving function fmincon in MATLAB，We get the best installation parameters of 

dynamic balance device of the robotic arm and the gas balance force. The result of optimization is:  

x1=228 N,x2=80 mm,x3=490mm,f=30 Nm 

According to the optimization results, editing motion simulation program [5] is used by the 
MATALB to get all the attitude of the pitch motion of the manipulator, as shown in Figure 
4.Robotic arm motor driving torque is shown in figure 5, the results show that at rated load 
condition, the rear arm motor torque maximum is 30Nm in the state of installed of air-balance 
device ,but the rear arm motor torque maximum is rising to 75Nm after uninstalled of air-balance 
device. The air-balance device can balance the manipulator and heavy load torque of more than 
60% in its working range, and it greatly reduces the steering engine required driving torque. 

 

Fig.4 demonstration of the manipulator  

 
Fig.5 residual torque curve under rated load state 
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Conclusions 

In the movement process of a anti terrorist and riot robot, in order to reduce the driving torque of 
joint steering engine and improve limit load of the manipulator. This paper put forward to install of 

air-balancing device on the robot rear arm, and the best installation position、optimal force of the 

air-balancing device are obtained by using MATLAB software for optimization analysis. It is clear 
that the balance effect of the installation balance device is obvious by comparing the driving torque 
simulation diagram of the steering gear in two states. So, the balancing device installed in robotic 
arm is of great significance. 
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